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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an efficient beam search algorithm for fingerprint reference point determination with its joint 
orientation features, which operates in two-step as well as two-path. For the two-path operation, it uses different orientation features at 
different scales: block-based orientation certainty and pixel-based orientation map. While some fault symptoms are roughly pruned by a 
block-based orientation feature which is used to ignore some local maxima and select some candidate regions for a reference point region 
and an accurate path to a reference point is guided by a pixel-based orientation map, their information also is fused for making up one 
another’s weakness. For the two-step operation, in the first step, several candidates of a reference point are determined through beam 
search algorithm and, in the second step, an accurate reference point is located through the specific concept models. The proposed system 
has pixel-based precision in determining the position of reference point without complex enhancement, which has been successfully tested 
through the database FVC2004. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS) is one of 
the most popular and reliable technologies for automatic 
biometric identification, which is divided roughly into two 
categories, namely, minutiae level and coarse level. Minutiae 
level methods take into account the ridge terminations and 
bifurcations, while coarse level researches the formation of the 
flow of ridges and valleys. In many fingerprint identification 
system, a point defined as “the point of the maximum 
curvature on the convex ridge” [1] is proposed to refer the 
fingerprint image to be invariant to evident spatial error 
originated from the scanning process. Moreover, with its 
prominent curvature characteristic, it is crucial to localize 
reference points in fingerprint applications such as fingerprint 
classification and retrieval from large databases, because it can 
greatly reduce the number of the fingerprints to be compared 
in the verification step.  
 
Most of the reference point determination algorithms are 
based on the orientation field estimation techniques, 
global-based [2], [3], [5-7] and pixel-based orientation 
methods [4][17]. The typical block-based orientation, 
Poincare Index (PI) method [6],[7], which is computed by 
summing changes of orientation around a closed curve of the 
block, show a poor contrast and loss of the details of ridges, 
and locate the reference point in the block precision. It 
performs well except for the arch-type fingerprint or when the 
orientation change is near /2 or - /2. The pixel-based 
orientation method [4], although it can label the reference 
point in the pixel precision, whose performances depend 
heavily on the quality of the fingerprint image and its 
continuous orientation map. For example, they can show bad 
results when fingerprint images have bad quality due to wet or 
dry acquisition condition or when they are arch-type or 
loop-type fingerprints. Meanwhile, A.K. Jain et al [8] 

determine a reference point using the multi-resolution analysis 
of the differences of sine component integration between any 
two regions in the orientation filed. And also the complex 
filtering methods [9, 10] detect the maximum curvature based 
on the ridge orientation field. However these methods still 
can’t perform well for the plain arch type fingerprint.  
 
Because the time consuming nature of PI method and the 
defects of the pixel-based orientation method, in this paper, 
two novel orientation features at different scales: block-based 
orientation certainty and pixel-based orientation map are fused 
to determine the reference point in pixel-based precision with 
no requirement of complex enhancement processing. The 
beam search algorithms firstly try to detect all the potent 
candidate regions greedily, and then the specific concept 
models decide the exact location of the reference point. The 
system which adopts a structure with two steps and paths 
reduces the computational complexity by that some processes 
are taken in cascade only at positions selected by the previous 
filtering and also eliminate many fault symptoms due to some 
excessive information and its some processes are done in 
parallel. 

 
2. Proposed reference point determination 

system 
 
To determine the fingerprint reference point, we use a two-step 
strategy: beam search algorithm is first applied to detect 
potential candidates with the proposed joint orientation 
features, and then the specific concept models are proposed to 
locate the exact reference point within the estimated 
candidates. The joint orientation features are applied in two 
paths, which are extracted by two kinds of computational 
scales and chances of their cross-references for the 
information fusion. While some fault symptoms are roughly 
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pruned by a block-based orientation feature which is used to 
ignore some local maxima and select some candidate regions 
for a reference point region and an accurate path to a reference 
point is guided by a pixel-based orientation map, their 
information also is fused for making up one another’s 
weakness. Fig. 1 shows its overall block diagram and 
simplified block diagrams according to its operations. The 
system which adopts a structure with two steps and paths 
reduces the computational complexity by that some processes 
are taken in cascade only at positions selected by the previous 
filtering and also eliminate many fault symptoms due to some 
excessive information and its some processes are done in 
parallel. The proposed system has pixel-based precision in 
determining the position of reference point through the 
two-step process of narrowing down and tuning candidates 
repeatedly.  
 
3. Joint orientation feature extraction 
 
The curvature characteristic of the reference point which has 
the maximum curvature on the convex ridge indicates the 
change of orientation. Similar as the existing works, our 
method also characterizes the fingerprint though the 
orientation patterns. A block-based orientation certainty is 
used to describe the change of a block curvature of a 
fingerprint, which is determined by two eigenvalues of its 
Hessian matrix. And a pixel-based orientation map is used to 
find intersections emerging from the orientation transition. By 
calculating the orientation for every pixel, the orientation 
transitions are estimated to find the point with maximum 
curvature. Unfortunately, it’s not easy to know the accurate 
pixel orientation, because the point orientation is easily 
affected by the noise. To overcome the shortcoming of both of 
two orientation methods, a novel fusion method like the 
morphologic operation is proposed to join the block 
orientation information and the pixel orientation information. 
 
3.1 Block-based orientation certainty feature 

extraction 

 
Orientation certainty is considered as an important local 
analysis method in detecting fingerprint orientation certainty 
level, which indicates the energy concentration along on the 
orientation of ridges. Orientation certainty is not only used in 
the fingerprint, it also be used in detecting edge, ridges, peaks, 
corners and vertices through the detailed analysis [16]. It can 
be computed as the ratio of two eigenvalues of the Hessian 
matrix of the pixel gradient vector. 
 
The intensity gradient xg , yg of each pixel is calculated 
using Sobel operator with the window size of 3×3 shown in 
Eq.1, where S is the input image.  
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The Hessian matrix H of the gradient vector for an N points 
image block is given by:  
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(a) Overall block diagram of the proposed system.  

 
(b) Two-path operation provides the system with the orientation 
features extracted in two kinds of computational scales and chances 
of their cross-references for the information fusion.  

 
(c) Two-step operation is applied to the system to attract potent 
candidate regions to a reference point more accurately. 

Figure 1: The proposed system operates in two-step 
and two-path through the dynamic processing by 

orientation fusion. 

Two eigenvalues min and max  of Hessian matrix H are 
obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3). Block-based orientation 
certainty values which can be used to determine a reference 
point are considered by the ratio of these two eigenvalues as 
shown in Eq. (4). 
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The orientation certainty value distributes between the range 
of [0, 1] and indicates the orientation consistency of a block. 
For a large certainty value, ridges and valleys are very clear 
with good orientation consistency and, as the certainty value 
decreases, they change irregularly [15].  
 
To analyze the certainty feature of the fingerprint image, four 
kinds of regions are separated by their curvature properties, 
ordinary region, reference point region, edge region and noise 
region as shown in Fig.2. The ordinary region always shows 
the stable orientation between ridges, while the reference point 
region has the abrupt orientation changes between the ridges 
since the reference point brings the maximum curvature. And 
the noise regions always cause large curvature due to the 
noises affect the curvature calculation easily. The edge region 
also shows large curvature value as the differences exist 
between the foreground and background. Fig.3 illustrates the 
distribution of orientation certainty for the four kinds of 
regions. For each kind of regions, there are 500 
representational sample regions with the size of 32×32 pixels 
collected from the database FVC2004_DB1.  X-axis is the 
ratio between the certainty of the tested region, and Y-axis is 
their frequency value. The four regions show diverse 
distributions that is helpful to distinguish these four regions. 
Reference regions are maintained in the range of [0.2 0.6] with 
the interfere of edge region and noise region. As our purpose 
of reference point determination, we need to exclude the 
interferes of noise region and edge region. Rule 1 is concluded 
for the initialization of candidate reference point region. 
 

Rule 1(Candidate reference point Region Initialization): If 
the Certainty value of a non-edge block is in an experimental 
range which is larger than 0.25 times and less than 0.6 times of 
the average Certainty value of a full image, the block is 
considered as an candidate reference point region R. 
 
Fig.4 shows an example of block-based orientation certainty 
map displayed in eight different colors. The orientation 
certainty values are mapped into the color code from color 1 to 
color 8 as they decrease. The non-edge blue blocks satisfy the 
certainty value limitation, and are assigned as the candidate 
region R.  

 

 
(a) (b)                    (c)                    (d)                   (e) 

Figure 2: Four typical sample regions of a fingerprint image, 
(a) sample testing image, (b) ordinary region, (c) edge region, 

(d) noisy region, and (e) reference point region.  

3.2 Pixel-based orientation map extraction 

 
Generally speaking, a fingerprint can be described as a set of 
ridges flowing concentrically, whose orientations change 
gradually around the reference point. One will notice that the 
reference point is not only the maximum curvature on the 
convex ridge, but also the orientation translation intersections 
of the image. To find intersections emerging from the 
orientation transition, the pixel orientation map is firstly  

 
Figure 3: Orientation certainty distributions of the four 

specific regions. 

 
Figure 4: An example of fingerprint orientation certainty 

map. (a) Tested fingerprint image. (b) Orientation certainty 
map. (c) Detected Maximum Curvature Regions. 

by using arcus tangent [4] for each given pixel P at (i,j)S. 
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Usually, imposter intersections are easily interfered, since the 
ridges looks disconnected with some blur when no complex 
enhancement processing is applied. Much noise in the pixel 
orientation map shown in Fig.5(c), thus many enhancement 
methods are needed. For our algorithm, we use the original 
image without any enhancement processing, while normalize 
the pixel orientation into N levels.  

=
( /N)

ij

ij





 
  

                                          (7)
 

 
The normalized orientation map divide the orientation map 
into N regions. Between each distinct regions, the 
segmentation edges are called as transition line. From 
experimental results, four-level normalization is the most 
effective to find intersection points between levels for the 
detection of reference points. The intersection points are hard 
to represent the reference points when two-level normalization 
is implemented. On the other hand, when its level is five or 
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larger, much more noise pixels are considered as the singular 
points.  
 
After obtaining the four-level orientation map, morphological 
closing operations are applied to fill the small holes caused by 
the noises. Fig. 5(b) shows the smoothed segmented 
orientation map. From the smoothed orientation map, 
intersection points can be located by summing the amounts of 
orientation transition in its 3×3 neighborhood. It should keep 
in mind that intersection emerging from the orientation 
transition that orientation transits from one level to another 
through the intersection. Thus, pixels that have N times of 
transition, or including all the orientation levels in its 
neighborhood are the intersection points. While for a normal 
pixel, there is no translation included since all its 
neighborhood pixels belong to the same orientation level. The 
transition lines are illustrated in Fig.6, where the triangle 
regions represent the detected intersection points. Rule 2 used 
to find candidate intersection points (I) can be summarized as:  
 

Rule 2 (Intersections initialization): If there are four different 
orientations included in the 33 neighborhoods of a pixel, then 
the pixel is considered as the intersection point. 
 
These  procedures  may  be  illustrated using an algorithm as 
follows: 
1) Calculate the orientation for each pixel, and build the 

orientation map in the range of [0, . 
2) Normalize the orientation map into N levels. 
3) Fill the small noise region in the orientation map by using 

the morphological closing operation. 
4) Detect the transition line and candidate intersections by 

summing the transition times.  
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(a)                        (b)                           (c) 

Figure 5: An example of a fingerprint image segmentation for 
filtering out its background. (a) An original image. (b) 

Block-based orientation map.  (c) Pixel-based orientation map 

Figure 6:An example of segmented orientation map. (a) 

Four-level segmented orientation map. (b) Its smoothed map 
(c) The orientation transition lines and the candidate 

intersections 

 

 

3.3 Orientation feature fusion 

 
The block-based orientation certainty feature concludes the 
general curvature properties of image, while it easily loss the 
detail of ridges that resulting the reference point located in the 
block precision rather than the pixel precision. Moreover, 
when a fingerprint image has a poor contrast or a big area of 
noise, a region containing a real reference point may be missed 
as one of the candidate by the Rule 1. However, when only 
pixel-based orientation feature is used, there may be so many 
fault symptoms due to noises, so it may require additional 
complex processing, and also the intersection point detection 
for the all image is time consuming. To solve this problem, we 
join the orientation certainty and intersections as a new feature, 
we define the candidate region R and intersections I are 
correlative when (R∩I )∉ ∅ . 
 
To find the exact position of reference point, we scale down 
the candidate region with pyramid process. N numbers of 
regions with the size of rm×rm pixels construct the m-scale 
candidate regions, where Rm={Rm1, Rm2,.., Rmn}. And the new 
candidate region R in a lower scale level is denoted as Rm+1, 
whose region size is quarter of Rms.  
 

In the candidate region initialization process, we narrow the 
orientation certainty range to avoid the interferes of edge and 
noise region. When a fingerprint image has a poor contrast, 
arch type or containing a big noisy area, a region containing a 
real reference point may be missed. To expand the possible 
candidate region, we joint the intersections point as a guide 
using the joint dilation process. A new candidate region RIms 

will be dilated and the correlative intersection Ims is taken as 
the dilation center of the structuring element E.  

       RIms =dilate(Ims, E)                               (8) 
Where Ims = Rm∩ Im, and E is the rm× rm square region.  
 
Tens or hundreds of intersections are set as candidate 
intersections which contain all of the possible orientations in a 
3×3 neighborhood. And many of them are pseudo due to the 
small area noise such as salt noise. The scale pyramid process 
scale the candidate region into a lower resolution domain 
where less noise can survive, and only the intersections 
correlative to the candidate region will be saved as the best 
hypothesis of reference point. The joint processing for 
intersections shrinking is named as joint erosion operation 
defined in Eq.9. 

Im+1=(Rm∩ Im)                                 (9) 

when { (Rm∩ Im)∉ ∅ }, otherwise, Im+1 = Im.                                    
Fig.7 shows an example for the arch-type images. We can see 
the intersection points cannot be correctly detected by the 
intersection map. While with the help of orientation certainty, 
the real intersection is contained in the candidate regions. In 
Fig. 8, false candidate regions are brought in when the image is 
thepartially poor. The joint orientation features overcome the 
noise interferences and detect the real intersection together. 
 
3.4 Beam Search algorithm for candidates 

 
With any greedy search, there is a danger that suboptimal 
choice will be made at any step. To reduce this risk, we can 
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extend the algorithm to perform a beam search; that is, a search 
in which the algorithm maintains a list of the K best candidates 
at each step, rather than a single best candidate. On each search 
step, specializations are generated for each of these K best 
candidates, and the resulting set is again reduced to the k most 
promising members. Beam search keeps track of the most 
promising alternatives to the current top-rated hypothesis, so 
that all of their successors can be considered at each search 
step.  
 
Throughout the search procedure, partial hypotheses are 
maintained to select the candidates. The candidate hypothesis 
of reference point is firstly initialized as the maximum 
curvature region R and the candidate intersections I. Scale 
pyramid process generate the more specify candidate region 
Rm with M levels of resolution. The number of resolution is 

depended on the size of image and the initialized candidate 
region. K candidate regions with the minimum orientation 
certainty will be selected as the new candidate regions Rm+1, as 
well as the dilated region RIms by the correlative candidate 
intersections Ims using the joint dilation operation. Meanwhile, 
an efficient intersections update algorithm is proposed by 
restriction the possible intersections inside the candidate 
region. 
 
The candidate intersections will keep in the next scale level 
until the correlative intersections are found and updated by the 
joint erosion process. The best hypotheses are determined 
through the orientation certainty variance test and orientation 
sequence checking. A detail description of the beam search 
algorithm is given in the Table.1. 

 
Table 1: Beam search algorithm for candidate reference point determination 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a1)                                (a2)                                  (a3)                                  (a4)                                   (a5) 

 
(b1)                              (b2)                                   (b3)                                 (b4)                                  (b5) 

Figure 7: Our proposed method for arch type image : (a1) the arch-type image,(a2) the orientation certainty map,(a3)1st 
candidate region R1,(a4) 2nd candidate region R2,(a5)3rd candidate region R3,(b1) pixel orientation map, (b2) 1st candidate 

intersections I1, (b3)2nd candidate intersections I2, (b4) 3rd candidate intersections I3, (b5) final reference point.. 

 Initialize Best-hypothesis to the most general hypothesis using Rule 1(Candidate Regions 
initialization), and Rule 2 (Intersection points initialization). 

 Initialize Candidate-hypothesis: CH={(R , I)} to the set{Best-hypothesis} 
For m=1,2,..M-1, where M is determined by the image size and resolutions, 
While Candidate-hypothesis { (Rm ∪ Im )∉ ∅ }, Do 
1. Generate the next more specific Candidate-hypothesis 

a. Subdivide each candidate region in Rm. 
Find K sub-regions Rm+1 with the minimum orientation certainty.  
Add new candidate region with intersections dilate operation: RIms =dilate (Ims, E) 

b. New candidate intersection with erosion operation: Im+1=(Rm ∩  Im), when                                  

{(Rm∩ Im)∉ ∅ }, otherwise, Im+1 = Im . 
2. Update New Candidate-hypotheses: CH={(Rm+1 , Im+1)} 
3. Update Best-hypotheses 

For all hypotheses in New-candidate-hypothesis do 
a. Find the candidate regions whose sub-regions satisfy the rule: the variance of 

orientation certainty of each four sub-regions should follow the range [0.3, 0.8].  
b. Check orientation sequence of candidate intersections  

End 
Output: the best hypotheses of reference point array 
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(a1)                                  (a2)                                 (a3)                                  (a4)                                  (a5) 

 
(b1)                               (b2)                                    (b3)                                (b4)                                (b5) 

Figure 8: Our proposed method for noisy images: (a1) the arch-type image,(a2) the orientation certainty map,(a3)1st candidate 
region R1,(a4) 2nd candidate region R2,(a5)3rd candidate region R3,(b1) pixel orientation map, (b2) 1st candidate intersections 

I1, b3)2nd candidate intersections I2, (b4) 3rd candidate intersections I3, (b5) final reference point.. 
 
3.5 Reference point location 

 

3.5.1 Orientation sequences tuning 

A reference point is defined as a location where the ridge 
curvature reaches a local maximum. For the arch type 
fingerprint, the point of the maximum curvature can’t be 
detected by the intersections. This is also one reason why we 
fuse the block-based orientation certainty information with the 
pixel-based orientation information. For the non-arch type, the 
reference point is always the core singular point. The core 
singular point is the focus of a set of concentric converging 
ridges flow, and a delta is the merging point of three cores 
placed together. To distinguish core singular points with delta 
singular points and also to distinguish the singular point with 
noise point, the orientation sequences of intersections are 
tested. Fig. 9 shows the illustration of these three kinds of 
points. Fig.10 shows the orientation sequences of pseudo 
intersections and real intersections. 

 
(a)                         (b)                       (c) 

Figure 9: The orientation illustration of three kinds of points. 
(a): Core singular point, (b): Delta singular point, (c): Noise 

point with large curvature. 
 
The orientation sequence is the orientation flow in a 
neighborhood of the candidate intersections. Let the 
intersection starts from the top-left pixel in a clockwise 
manner back to the starting pixel without repetition in the 
middle.  
 

Rule 4: If its orientation sequence satisfies one of the 
following cases U, the candidate intersections will be saved, 
otherwise it will be deleted. 

 U={(4-3-2-1-4), (1-4-3-2-1),(2-1-4-3-2), (3-2-1-4-3)} 
 

3.5.2 Reference point location correlation  

 
After the beam search, at least one best hypothesis array can be 
detected. The array can be concluded into two cases:  
 
Case 1: (RM∩ IM)∉∅ 
If the candidate intersections IM is correlative with the 
candidate region RM, the center of the intersections satisfying 
the orientation sequences is located as the exact reference 
point. 
 
Case 2: (RM∩ IM)∅ 
If the candidate intersections IM and the candidate region RM 
are not correlative, the reference point is decided as the pixel 
in the RM which is nearest to the center of candidate 
intersections IM. Fig.11 shows this special case when RM and 
IM are not correlative. The marked pixel which is the nearest 
pixel to IM, shows a better performance compared with the 
literature method of setting the center of RM as the reference 
point.  
 
After the beam search, at least one best hypothesis array can be 
detected. The array can be concluded into two cases:  
 
Case 1: (RM∩ IM)∉∅ 
If the candidate intersections IM is correlative with the 
candidate region RM, the center of the intersections satisfying 
the orientation sequences is located as the exact reference 
point. 
 
Case 2: (RM∩ IM)∅ 
If the candidate intersections IM and the candidate region RM 
are not correlative, the reference point is decided as the pixel 
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in the RM which is nearest to the center of candidate 
intersections IM. Fig.11 shows this special case when RM and 
IM are not correlative. The marked pixel which is the nearest 
pixel to IM, shows a better performance compared with the 
literature method of setting the center of RM as the reference 
point.  

 
Figure 10: Orientation sequences of pseudo intersections and 

real intersections 

 
Figure 11: Example for the special case: the candidate 
intersections IM and the candidate region RM are not 

correlative. 
 

4. Experimental Results 
 

4.1 Database  

 
The proposed algorithm has been tested on the FVC2004 
DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4. Each database consists of 800 
fingerprint images from 100 fingers (with 8 images from each 
finger). DB1 and DB2 were captured by optical sensor, DB3 
was capacitive sensor and DB4 was synthetic fingerprint 
generation. The image size is adjusted to 256×256 pixels and 
the resolution is 500 dpi.  
 
In the databases, there’re many poor-quality fingerprints such 
as partial images with reference points left outside and images 
with heavy noise like scars, ridge breaks too wet or dry 
fingerprints, and so forth. Qualities of the four databases are 
estimated by optimized orientation certainty method [15], the 
results are shown in Fig.12. The DB1, DB2 databases have the 
better quality than DB3 and DB4 database. 
 

 

Figure 12: Quality distribution of the FVC2004 database. 
 

4.2. Accuracy and Complexity  

 
The desired position and orientation of the reference point in 
each fingerprint are not detected previously by experts. To 
evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm 
quantitatively, we manually assigned the desired position of 
the reference point and the desired reference orientation of 
each fingerprint. The Euclidean distance between the 
manually-located reference point and the detected reference 
point is computed.  
 
Fig.13 shows the position accuracy of the reference points of 
FVC2004 DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4. The proposed method is 
compared with complex filter method proposed by A.K. Jain 
et al. [8], Orientation Certainty based method and the 
intersections detection method based on pixel orientation map. 
From the result, we can see the proposed method can 
determine the reference point location more precisely. For 
FVC2004 DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4, The proposed method 
shows that the accuracy with smaller than 8 pixels distance 
error is 94.25%, 92.13%, 92.5%, and 93.25%, respectively. 
And its accuracy within 16 pixels distance error can reach to 
98.63%, 98.25%, 97.63%, and 97.63%. The proposed method 
has little effected by fingerprint quality. Table 2 shows the 
further analysis that our proposed method can concentrate the 
errors between [0, 8] pixels. In the other words, our proposed 
method is a pixel precision method, and also adapt for the arch 
type images with the accuracy of 94%. Besides the advantage 
of higher accuracy, the proposed method is not time 
consuming due to the dynamic processing are processed 
parallelly. 
 

 
Figure 13: Comparisons of reference point determination 
accuracy for FVC2004 DB1, DB2, DB3, DB4 by four 

methods. (A, B, C, and D represent the block-based method, 
pixel-based method, complex filter method and the proposed 

method respectively). 
 

Table 2: Results of the proposed reference point determination algorithm on FVC database. 
Methods block-based Pixel-based Complex filter Proposed 

Average Distance Error 16.53 8.60 12.47 5.79 
Accuracy for arch type (%) 62% 81% 88% 94% 

Time(/s) 0.94 1.26 2.0 0.68 
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Table 3: Reference point determination accuracy for FVC2004 database classified into four groups according to their image 
quality 

Distance Error Very Good Good Bad Very Bad 
[0,8] 94.10% 93.15% 92.47% 91.90% 

[9,16] 5.90% 5.5% 4.72% 0.095% 
[17,24] 0.38% 1.36% 2.31% 1.43% 

>24 0% 0% 0.06% 5.71% 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
The proposed reference point determination system operates 
in parallel two-path to fuse block-based orientation certainty 
and pixel-based orientation map at different scales. The beam 
search algorithm detects the best reference point candidates 
through looking up the joint orientation feature, and an 
accurate reference point is selected from the candidates 
through the tuning process. The proposed system reduces the 
computational complexity by that some processes are taken in 
cascade only at positions selected by the previous filtering and 
also eliminate many fault symptoms due to some excessive 
information and some processes are done in parallel. Our 
proposed method can concentrate the errors between [0, 8] 
pixels, that is smaller error than block orientation based 
methods and complex filter method. Besides, compared with 
the traditional intersection determination method, the 
proposed method also avoids complex enhancement for 
fingerprint image and the continuous orientation map. 
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